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SOLUTION 

 

YEAR/LEVEL:        2         SUBJECT: LEARNING TO KNOW - MATHEMATICS 

THEME Pets 

STRAND Early Mathematics 

SUB-STRAND Measurement 

LEARNING  STANDARDS Use  standard and non standard  units to measure 

given items. 

CONTENT LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

Use comparative vocabulary to  compare length.  

LESSON NOTEs: Length means how long or how short or  how tall  something is. 

                

ACTIVITY 

A]compare and write tall , long , or short 

        

B]Find 3 things that is shorter than your pencil and 3 things longer than your pencil, than draw 

and name  it in the table. Example is given [accept all possible correct anwers] 

Shorter than my pencil Longer than my pencil 

      
   Cup            rubber      screw       stone 

     
                   

Fork                 jug          lamp        tie 

 

 

tall 

short short 

long 

tall 

short short 

short short 

long long 

long 
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SOLUTION 

YEAR : 2 - SUBJECT: LANGUAGE LITERACY AND COMMUNICATION-ENGLISH 

FALD THEME  PETS 

 STRAND READING AND WRITING 

SUB -STRAND READING /WRITING  

LEARNING STANDARDS Use context and knowledge of letter sound relationship to read 

fluently, use picture cues to create meaning of words, identify 

punctuations, verbs and nouns used in a variety of text types.  

CLO Identify nouns  and write plurals correctly  

LESSON NOTES-                                                             NOUNS                                                                                     

             

          

PLURALS 

 

QUESTION 1-   Make a word with the given letter / blend[accept all possible correct ans] 

1.Chip   2.  thick   3. rain   4. Br ick    5. glass     6. ship                                                                                       

QUESTION 2.Write the words given in their proper noun  groups. 

PEOPLE PLACE ANIMAL THING WORDS- paper, baby , dog 

school, mum, pie ,park, pig,  

house, flower, book, Ba 

Baby 

mum 

School 

Park 

Ba 

 

Dog 

pig 

 

 

 

Paper 

Pie 

Flower 

Book 

house 

QUESTION 3- write the  singular and plurals 

1. Hill   -                 hills     

2. Plant  -    __plants___________ 

3. Pill     -    ___pills__________ 

4.  _dog_______             -     dogs 

5. Chair   -    ___chair__________ 

6.  _nail________  nails 

                                                     

Will Is Ill.                                                              

Bet has a pet dog. It’s name is Will. One day Bet 

went to the well with Will to get water. Will got 

wet and got a chill. Now Will is ill. Bet ran up the 

hill to get the vet. The vet gave a pill to Will. Will 

is not so ill now. 

Noun is a naming word . It names people , 

places , animals and things.  

                         PLURALS                                                          

means more than one  . We add   ‘s’ to the 

singular word to make it plural.                       
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SOLUTION 

 

YEAR     : 2                SUBJECT:  LEARNING TO KNOW-SCIENCE 

FALD THEME/STRAND PETS/ INQUIRY AND INVESTIGATION 

SUB-STRAND  OBSERVATION ,EXPLORATION AND INVESTIGATION 

 LEARNING STANDARD INVESTIGATE LIVING THINGS TO IDENTIFY PARTS AND 

THEIR MOVEMENT FEATURES 

CLO Talk and know about birds and identify the sounds some animals make.  

Lesson notes:.. Birds are living things . Most birds live in a nest. Birds lay eggs and small baby 

birds hatch from the eggs. The baby birds are called nestlings. Birds eat with their beak  or bill. 

Birds eat fruits and seeds eg pawpaw ,chillies, mango , guava .They also eat small insects and 

worms.Most  birds can fly. Their wings help them to fly.Their body is covered with feathers. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

QUESTION 1- Fill in the blanks 

 

1. Birds are _living__________ things. 

2. Birds  __home________  is called a nest. 

3. _Nestlings_______  are baby birds. 

4. Birds __eat______ with their beak. 

5. Birds have two ___wings_______. 

 

Question 2- SOUNDS ANIMAL MAKE-Match the sounds for each animal 

1.  cats       *        *     roar 

2. Sheep     *     *    meow 

3. Lion       *     *    baa 

4. Cow       *     *     buzz 

5. Bees       *     *    bark 

6. Dogs       *     *    moo 

 

 

 

 

home      ,      living      ,      wings      ,        nestlings      ,       eat 
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SOLUTION 

 

 

YEAR     : 2       SUBJECT:  PHYSICAL DEVELOPEMENT, HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

FALD THEME/STRAND PETS/ INQUIRY AND INVESTIGATION 

SUB-STRAND  OBSERVATION ,EXPLORATION AND INVESTIGATION 

 LEARNING STANDARD INVESTIGATE LIVING THINGS TO IDENTIFY PARTS AND 

THEIR MOVEMENT FEATURES 

CLO Know and identify about animals food and sort animals according to 

their eating habits habits. 

Lesson notes: All animals are living things . They need food and water to stay alive. They run , 

walk and play like we do. Some animals eat only meat like tiger, lion , snake , crocodile etc. 

some animals eat only plants /grass like cow, goat , horse sheep etc . some animals eat both 

plants and meat like dog, monkey, chicken , birds etc  

QUESTION 1 MATCHING – match the foods these animals eat  

1. Cow                *      * Small insects /  fly 

2. Spider             *      *worms, seeds , grass 

3. Caterpillar      *      * grass 

4. Hens                *      *leaves 

5. Cats                 *      * small fish , algae 

6. Fish                 *      *mice , milk  ,fish 

 

QUESTION 2- SORT OUT THESE ANIMALS INTO GROUPS ACCORDING TO THE FOOD THEY 

EAT 

EATS ONLY MEAT EATS ONLY PLANTS/ GRASS EATS BOTH 

 

Tiger 

Crocodile 

lion 

 

Elephant 

Goat 

Sheep 

butterfly 

 

 

Duck 

Spider 

Dog 

Lizard 

Ants 

bear 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goat        duck      sheep      elephant         spider      bear        

Dog     tiger     lizard        butterfly      ants       lion    crocodile 
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SOLUTION 

 

YEAR     : 2       SUBJECT:  LIVING AND LEARNING TOGETHER 

FALD THEME/STRAND PETS/ INQUIRY AND INVESTIGATION 

SUB-STRAND  OBSERVATION ,EXPLORATION AND INVESTIGATION 

 LEARNING STANDARD INVESTIGATE LIVING THINGS TO IDENTIFY PARTS AND 

THEIR MOVEMENT FEATURES 

CLO State where  animals live and group them according to their habitats. 

Lesson notes: All animals are living things . They need food and water to stay alive. They run , 

walk and play like we do. They need a place to live too. Some animals that we keep with us in 

our homes for company are our pets. There are some animals which live in the farm like horse , 

sheep , dogs , bulls, cows etc where farmers look after them . Other animals are  wild animals 

which take care of themselves like tiger , lion , fox , bear. Some animal live on the land only and 

some can live in the water only. Frog, turtles, penguin ducks can live on land and  in water both. 

We must take care of our pets and always be kind to all animals. Clean their feeding dish and 

take them to a vet when your pet is unwell. 

QUESTION 1 –Fill in the blanks 

1. Pets have ___feelings_ like us. 

2. An animal doctor is called a ___vet__. 

3. Be __kind__ to all animals. 

4. Feed your pet in a ___clean_dish. 

5. Pets need love and __care_ too.  

 

QUESTION 2 DRAW, NAME AND  COLOUR[ accept all possible correct ans.] 

Two animals 

that live in 

water 

Two wild 

animals 

Two farm animals Two animals that 

live on land 

Two animals 

that  can live 

on land and 

water both 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Care  

Vet  

Clean 

Feelings 

Kind 
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SOLUTION 

YEAR     : 2                SUBJECT: Hindi 

FALD THEME  PETS 

 STRAND READING AND WRITING 

SUB -STRAND READING /WRITING  

LEARNING STANDARDS Use context and knowledge of letter sound relationship to read 

fluently, use picture cues to create meaning of words, identify 

punctuations, verbs and nouns used in a variety of text types.  

CLO Aa kI ma]a kI phcan kre, sI%e A®ar tIn v,R xBd sI%e 
LESSON NOTES-   

 

                                                                               

       

 

 

QUESTION 1                                                                QUESTION 2  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

kml `r cl - rjt 

@r mt - mdn mhl 

pr cl - jgt  me 

chl phl h ®- fl 

klx pr mt r% - 

    Aa kI ma]a - a             

k + a = ka   p + a = pa 

f + a = fa   t + a = ta  

h + a = ha    v + a = va 

n + a = na    c + a = ca 

 

Write the names of these: Write the correct letter/ sound to name it. 

 

    ka n 
 

ma la 

 

    tala 

 

      nak 
 

    Aa m 

 

ta   ra 

 

%a   na 

 

    ^a ta 
 

    ja la 

 

gm   la 
 
 
 

 

    ha q  

    ba dl 

 

bt%   mgr  kml   m$r  klm  s@k 

m$r   

s@k 
kml 

mgr klm 

bt% 


